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1. INTRODUCTION
In this note we assume freely basic notions and facts pertaining to the
theory of Schur complexes. Our main reference for this material is the
w xclassical paper of Akin et al. ABW .
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring, and f : G ª F an R-module
homomorphism between free R-modules of ranks n and m, respectively.
 .Suppose l s l , l , . . . is a sequence of nonnegative integers with finitely1 2
many of the l 's nonzero. We recall that l is a partition if l G l G ??? .i 1 2
One often interprets l schematically by viewing each l as a horizontali
 .array consisting of l -blocks. For example, if l s 4, 3, 3, 2, 1, 0, . . . , theni
we associate to l the diagram,
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w xFollowing ABW , we set L f equal to the Schur complex associated tol
the partition l and the homomorphism f.
In this note we study the vanishing behavior of the homology of the
complex L f for n F m. We give an upper bound for the degrees of thel
nonvanishing homology modules of the complex L f in terms of thel
depths of the determinantal ideals of f. The bound derived here is much
w xsharper than the one we obtained in MS , and, moreover, the improved
result has a nicer description. The improved result is in the form of a
combinatorial game played on the diagram of l. The game amounts to an
algorithm which selectively marks blocks on l, depending on the depths of
the determinantal ideals of f. The total number of unmarked blocks
remaining at the end of the game is an upper bound for the degrees of the
nonvanishing homology of L f. We obtain more subtle information con-l
cerning the support of the homology modules of L f by taking intol
account the number of unmarked blocks remaining in each row of the
diagram of l at the end of the game.
2. MAIN RESULTS
Some brief remarks concerning the notation are in order. We set I fj
equal to the jth determinantal ideal of f. The support of an R-module M
is the subset Supp M of Spec R consisting of all primes P satisfying
 .M m R is nonzero. Given an ideal I in R, we denote by V I , the supportP
of the R-module RrI and by Rad I, the radical of I. The next theorem is
the heart of the matter.
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let l s l , l , . . . be a partition and t s t , t , . . . a1 2 l 1 2
sequence of nonnegati¨ e integers satisfying
t y t F lj jy1 j
for j s 2, . . . . If f : G ª F is an R-module homomorphism between free
R-modules G, F with n s rank G F rank F s m and
depth I f G tj nyjq1
for j s 1, . . . , n, then
H# L f s 0, .l
whene¨er ) ) l q ??? ql y t .1 n n
Proof. The proof is by induction on rank G. If rank G s 0, then clearly
L f is acyclic, so the result follows trivially. Accordingly, we assume thel
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inductive hypothesis. Namely, that the theorem holds for any R-module
homomorphism f: G ª F provided that rank G F n y 1. Now suppose
that rank G s n. In this case the length of the complex L f is at mostl
l q ??? ql . By the Peskine]Szpiro acyclicity lemma, it suffices to prove1 n
that the homology of the localized complex L f m R vanishes in degreesl P
) l q ??? ql y t at each prime P satisfying depth P - t . To this end,1 n n n
let us suppose that P is a prime with depth P - t . Then P does notn
contain the ideal I f. This means that a matrix of f always has an entry1
which is invertible locally at P. Thus, the localization f of f splits andP
we obtain
f s fX [ 1 ,P P
where fX is a homomorphism between a free rank n y 1 summand of
G m R and a free rank m y 1 summand of F m R , and 1 is anP P P
isomorphism between free rank 1 summands of G m R and F m R ,P P
respectively. Moreover,
depth I fX s depth I fj jq1 P
G depth I fjq1
G tny j
s tny1.y jq1
for j s 1, . . . , n y 1, implying that fX satisfies the inductive hypothesis.
Hence,
H# L fX s 0 .l
for ) ) l q ??? ql y t . Since t y l F t one has1 ny1 ny1 n n ny1
H# L fX s 0 .l
for ) ) l q ??? ql y t . The isomorphisms1 n n
H# L fX ( H# L f ( H# L f m R .  .  .l l P l P
imply that the homology of the localized complex L f m R vanishes inl P
degrees ) l q ??? ql y t , as required. This completes the proof.1 n n
 .  .COROLLARY 2.2. Let l s l , l , . . . be a partition and t s t , t , . . .1 2 l 1 2
a sequence of nonnegati¨ e integers satisfying
t y t F lj jy1 j
for j s 2, . . . . Suppose f: G ª F is an R-module homomorphism between
free R-modules G, F with n s rank G F rank F s m and that
depth I f G tj nyjq1
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for j s 1, . . . , n. Then
 .i Supp H# L f : V I f .  .l n
for all ) ) 0.
 .ii For each j s 1, . . . , n y 1,
Supp H# L f : V I f , .  .l j
whene¨er ) ) l q ??? ql y t .1 nyj nyj
Proof. Let P g Spec R, and suppose that P lies outside the closed
 .subset V I f . This means that a j-minor of f is invertible locally at P.j
Now if j s n, then the localization f of f is split injective, so theP
complex L f is acyclic. The isomorphisml P
H# L f ( H# L f m R .  .l P l P
 .implies that the homology modules H# L f vanish locally outside the setl
 .V I f , for ) ) 0. Equivalently,n
Supp H# L f : V I f .  .l n
 .for ) ) 0, which proves i .
Now if j s 1, . . . , n y 1, then the localization f splits and we obtainP
f s fX [ 1 ,P P
where fX is a homomorphism between a free rank n y j summand of
G m R and a free rank m y j summand of F m R , and 1 is anP P P
isomorphism between rank j summands of G m R and F m R , respec-P P
tively. Moreover,
depth I fX s depth I fs sqj P
G depth I fsq j
G tny  sqj.q1
s tnyj.ysq1
for s s 1, . . . , n y j. Hence, we can apply Theorem 2.1 to the R -moduleP
homomorphism fX. It follows that
H# L f s 0 .l P
for ) ) l q ??? ql y t . The isomorphism1 nyj nyj
H# L f ( H# L f m R .  .l P l P
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 .implies that the homology modules H# L f vanish locally outside thel
 .subset V I f for ) ) l q ??? ql y t . Equivalently,j 1 nyj nyj
Supp H# L f : V I f .  .l j
 .for ) ) l q ??? ql y t , which proves ii . This completes the proof.1 nyj nyj
In order to obtain the strongest possible conclusion on the vanishing
behavior of the homology of L f, one needs to construct the sequencel
t s t , t , . . . .l 1 2
of Theorem 2.1 in an optimal way so as to maximize the value of t .n
ÄAccordingly, we introduce now the quantities t and D . Let f : G ª F bej j
an R-module homomorphism between free R-modules of ranks n and m,
 .respectively, with n F m, and let l s l , l , . . . be a partition. We1 2
define
Ät s min l , depth I f , .1 1 n
ÄD s l y t .1 1 1
Inductively, we define, for j s 2, . . . ,
Ä Ät q l , if depth I f G t q l ,jy1 j nyjq1 jy1 jÄt sj  depth I f , otherwiseny jq1
and
Ä0, if depth I f G t q l ,ny jq1 jy1 j
D sj Ät q l y depth I f , otherwise.jy1 j nyjq1
COROLLARY 2.3. Let f : G ª F be an R-module homomorphism between
 .free R-modules G, F with n s rank G F rank F s m, and l s l , l , . . .1 2
a partition. Then
 .i
H# L f s 0 .l
for ) ) D q ??? qD .1 n
 .ii
Supp H# L f : V I f .  .l n
for ) ) 0.
 .iii For each j s 1, . . . , n y 1,
Supp H# L f : V I f , .  .l nyj
whene¨er ) ) D q ??? qD .1 j
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 .  .Proof. We need only prove i and iii . We first show that
ÄD q ??? qD G l q ??? ql y t ) .1 k 1 k k
for each k s 1, . . . , n, by inducting on k. The case k s 1 is trivial. By
induction, we assume that
ÄD q ??? qD G l q ??? ql y t1 ky1 1 ky1 ky1
for a fixed k with 2 F k F n. We consider two cases.
ÄCase 1: depth I f - t q l . In this case,nykq1 ky1 k
ÄD s t q l y depth I f .k ky1 k nykq1
Hence,
Ä ÄD q ??? qD G l q ??? ql y t q l q t y depth I f .  .1 k 1 ky1 ky1 k ky1 nykq1
s l q ??? ql y depth I f1 k nykq1
Äs l q ??? ql y t ,1 k k
Äthe last equality following because depth I f s t in this case.nykq1 k
ÄCase 2: depth I f G t q l . In this case, D s 0. Hence,nykq1 ky1 k k
ÄD q ??? qD G l q ??? ql y t1 k 1 ky1 ky1
Äs l q ??? ql y t y l .1 ky1 k k
Äs l q ??? ql y t .1 k k
 . Thus, ) holds for each k s 1, . . . , n. The hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 and
.Corollary 2.2 is satisfied if we take for t the sequencel
Ä Ä Ät s t , t , . . . . .l 1 2
The conclusion then follows immediately from Theorem 2.1, Corollary 2.2,
 .and ) .
3. A COMBINATORIAL GAME
We describe here, somewhat informally, a combinatorial game which
essentially is an interpretation of Corollary 2.3. To this end, assume that
f : G ª F is an R-module homomorphism between free R-modules of
 .ranks n, m, respectively, with n F m, and l s l , l , . . . a partition. We1 2
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interpret l schematically by viewing each l as a horizontal array consist-i
ing of l blocks. Accordingly, l is a sequence of such arrays indexed by i.i
The ith row of l is just l , viewed as a horizontal array consisting of li i
 .blocks. By way of an example, if l s 4, 3, 3, 2, 1, 0, . . . then we want to
associate to l the diagram





The game amounts to an algorithm which selectively marks blocks on the
diagram of l, depending on the depths of the determinantal ideals of f.






shows l with two marked blocks occurring in the first row and one marked
block occurring in the fourth row.
The Game
Step 0. Initially, there are no marked blocks on l.
 .Step i i s 1, . . . , n . Mark an available block occurring in the ith row
of l if the depth of I f strictly exceeds the total number of markedny iq1
blocks in l. Continue until this is no longer possible, then proceed to the
next step. Equivalently, proceed to the next step if the depth of I fny iq1
equals the total number of marked blocks or there are no unmarked
blocks remaining in the ith row of l.
ÃStep n q 1. Mark all blocks occurring in rows G n q 1. Set l s
Ã Ã Ã .l , . . . , l , where l is the number of unmarked blocks remaining in the1 n i
ith row of l.
ÃOutcome. l.
A Homological Interpretation of the Outcome
Ã Ã1. H# L f s 0 for ) ) l q ??? ql . .l 1 n
2. Supp H# L f : V I f , .  .l n
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Ãwhene¨er 0 - ) F l . Moreo¨er, for each i s 2, . . . , n,1
Supp H# L f : V I f , .  .l nyiq1
Ã Ã Ã Ãwhene¨er l q ??? ql - ) F l q ??? ql .1 iy1 1 i
Remark. The interpretation follows from Corollary 2.3 and the obser-
Ãvation l s D for each i.i i
We will give an example using the generic alternating map to illustrate
the technique. Complexes connected to the generic alternating map have
w x w x w xbeen investigated by various authors, for instance, B , BS , and KU . In
w xB , the author studies the homology of Schur complexes associated to the
 .  .partitions l s 1, . . . , 1 and l s k .^ ` _
k times
EXAMPLE. Let R be any Noetherian ring. Let n G 3 be an odd0
1  .integer. Let Z , 1 F i - j F n, be n n y 1 independent indeterminates.i j 2
w xWe let R stand for the polynomial ring R Z . We will take f to be the0 i j
generic alternating map over R. This means that f may be represented by
 .a matrix X s X wherei j
Z if i - j,¡ i j~yZ if i ) j,X s i jji ¢ 0 if i s j
 .  .X is a generic skew symmetric matrix . In this case, I f s 0 , andn
I f : I f : Pf X : Rad I f .  .j jy1 j j
 .for each even integer j with 2 F j F n y 1, where Pf X is the ideal in Rj
w xgenerated by the Pfaffians of X of order j BE, Corollary 2.6 . Moreover,
one has
n y j q 2
depth Pf X s .j  /2
w xJP, Corollary 2.5 . In particular,
n y j q 2
depth I f s depth I f sj jy1  /2
for each even integer j with 2 F j F n y 1. For the partition, we take
l s 2, . . . , 2 , /^ ` _
k times
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where k G 3. The sequence
( (( (( (( ( ( (
v vv vv v( ( ( (
vv (( ( ( ( (( (
v v( ( ( ( ( ( ( (ª ª ª ª ??? ª ???
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( (
illustrates the result at the end of each step in the algorithm, beginning






. .. .. .
v v
Since there are only three unmarked blocks remaining at the end of the
game, we can conclude that the complex L f has no nonzero homology inl
degrees greater than 3; that is, there are at most four nonzero homology
groups, namely, H , H , H , and H . The fact that there is an unmarked0 1 2 3
block occurring in the third row of l implies that the support of H is3
 .contained in V I f , which is also the vanishing locus of the codimen-ny2
sion 3 closed subscheme defined by the maximal order Pfaffians of X.
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